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Abstract
The Antarctic Slope Current (ASC) plays a central role in redistributing water masses, sea ice, and tracer properties around the Antarctic margins, and in mediating cross-slope exchanges. While the ASC has historically been understood as a wind-driven circulation, recent studies have highlighted important momentum transfers due to mesoscale eddies and tidal flows. Furthermore, momentum input due to wind stress is transferred through sea ice to the ASC during most of the year, yet previous studies have typically considered the circulations of the ocean and sea ice independently. Thus it remains unclear to what extent the momentum input from the winds is mediated by sea ice, tidal forcing, and transient eddies in the ocean, and how the resulting momentum transfers serve to structure the ASC. In this study the dynamics of the coupled ocean/sea ice ASC circulation are investigated using high-resolution process-oriented simulations, and interpreted with the aid of a reduced-order model. In almost all simulations considered here, sea ice redistributes almost 100\% of the wind stress away from the continental slope, resulting in approximately identical sea ice and ocean surface flows in the core of the ASC. This ice-ocean coupling results from suppression of vertical momentum transfer by mesoscale eddies over the continental slope, which allows the sea ice to accelerate the ocean surface flow until the speeds coincide. Tidal acceleration of the along-slope flow exaggerates this effect, and may even result in ocean-to-ice momentum transfer. The implications of these findings for along-and across-slope transport of water masses and sea ice around Antarctica are discussed.
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1. Introduction

The Antarctic Slope Current (ASC) is a westward narrow and swift circulation that surrounds the Antarctic margins. The ASC is important for the climate system and biogeochemistry, as it forms a barrier for the cross-slope exchanges such as heat, freshwater, nutrients and biota between the Antarctic continental shelf and the open ocean (Jacobs 1991; Whitworth et al. 1985; Heywood et al. 2014). Fig. 1d shows the winter climatology of sea surface elevation, with the ASC sketched by the white arrow. Where the ASC is weaker (the dashed white arrow in Fig. 1d), warm deep water is able to intrude onto the continental shelf, causing enhanced melting of Antarctic ice shelves (Thompson et al. 2018). The zonal flow of the ASC is an important conduit for the transport of water masses, tracers, sea ice and icebergs around Antarctica (Heywood et al. 1998; Stern et al. 2016).

The surface winds close to the Antarctic margins are mostly westward all year round (Powers et al. 2003, 2012; Hazel and Stewart 2019), with speeds that decrease offshore and drive shoreward Ekman transport (Gill 1973; Heywood et al. 2014). These winds play an important role in the overturning circulation and cross-slope transport near the continental shelf and slope (Nøst et al. 2011; Stewart and Thompson 2013, 2015; Goddard et al. 2017). As a main source of momentum input to the ice and ocean system, surface wind stress has been suggested as having a leading-order impact on the mean transport and seasonal and interannual variability of the ASC (Mathiot et al. 2011; Armitage et al. 2018; Naveira Garabato et al. 2019). The winter zonal wind speed is shown in Fig. 1a. In addition to winds, buoyancy forcing has been regarded as an important driver of the ASC (Hattermann 2018; Thompson et al. 2020). Using a high-resolution global ocean-sea ice model, Moorman et al. (2020) have shown that the intensity and spatial pattern of the ASC are substantially modified by coastal freshening, as is projected to occur due to increased ice sheet melt over the coming centuries (Naughten et al. 2018). However, the role of buoyancy forcing in the ASC circulation is less well understood because the observations of buoyancy forcing near the Antarctic margins are spatially and temporally sparse.

Though wind and buoyancy forcings have historically been implicated as key drivers of the ASC (Jacobs 1991; Whitworth et al. 1985), recent studies have increasingly suggested that high-frequency variability associated with eddies, tides and dense outflows may be critical to the along-slope circulation and cross-slope exchange (Thompson et al. 2018). Eddies are generated by barotropic and baroclinic instabilities of the ASC (Heywood et al. 2014),
and vorticity conservation of dense outflows (Spall and Price 1998; Wang et al. 2009). Previous studies have identified mesoscale eddies as a major contributor to the onshore transport of the circumpolar deep water (CDW) (Nost et al. 2011; Thompson et al. 2014; Stewart and Thompson 2015) and the offshore export of the Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) (Wang et al. 2009; Nakayama et al. 2014; Stewart and Thompson 2015). Mesoscale eddies are also shown to produce rectified mean along-slope flows (McWilliams 2008; Wang and Stewart 2018; Cherian and Brink 2018).

Eddies may play a key role in the momentum balance of major current systems: the isopycnal form stress arising from transient and standing eddies is the primary mechanism of vertical momentum transfer in the Southern Ocean (Tréguier and McWilliams 1990; Masich et al. 2018). We might expect similar dynamics to take place in the ASC. However, over the continental slope the tracer transport and momentum fluxes carried by mesoscale eddies are greatly reduced, because the baroclinic instability may be suppressed by topographic vorticity gradient (Blumsack and Gierasch 1972; Isachsen 2011; Hetland 2017). The suppression of eddy fluxes over the slope has been invoked to explain the “V-shaped” isopycnals of the Antarctic Slope Front (ASF) in the AABW formation region (Stewart and Thompson 2013). Yet it is still unclear how eddies mediate momentum input due to wind stress in the ASC under sea ice cover.

In addition to mesoscale eddies, tides are key contributors to the circulation around Antarctic margins (Thompson et al. 2018), and have an impact on water mass exchange and transformation (Muench et al. 2009; Holland et al. 2014; Fer et al. 2016). Fig. 1b shows the mean tidal current speed, highlighting the enhanced tidal current in the Weddell Sea and the Ross Sea, and over the continental shelf break (close to the 1000 m depth contour). There have been many investigations of the mean along-slope circulation generated by non-linear interaction between tides and sloping bathymetry (e.g., Robinson 1981; Loder 1980; Garreau and Maze 1992), implying that the tidally induced along-slope current increases with stronger stratification (Chen and Beardsley 1995; Brink 2011) and steeper bottom bathymetry (Loder 1980; Kowalik and Proshutinsky 1995; Brink 2010). Increasing evidence shows that tidal rectification may be crucial to driving the ASC (Stewart et al. 2019), reproducing the cross-slope structure and time variability of ASF/ASC (Flexas et al. 2015). Stewart et al. (2019) have highlighted the interaction between tidal flows and sea ice cover for the circulation and overturning of the ASC. They found that the westward ice-ocean stress vanishes or is even directed eastward in the core of the ASC, possibly due to the acceleration of the ASC by strong tidal momentum advection. These studies imply that models without tides are not likely to correctly represent the geometry, state, or the momentum balance of the ASC.

Though there have been studies of the interactions between the ASC and sea ice melt/formation (Nicholls et al. 2009; Bull et al. 2021), the circulation of sea ice within the ASC and the role of sea ice in the ASC momentum budget have received little attention previously. Fig. 1c shows the measured winter climatology of zonal sea ice drift speed. Sea ice drifts westward in most of the ASC, which is in consistent with the direction of the zonal wind (Fig. 1a). In most sectors Antarctic sea ice drift is largely controlled by local wind forcing (Holland and Kwok 2012; Barth et al. 2015). However, close to the coastline or in the region with convergent sea ice motion, where ice internal stresses are large, the correlation between wind and sea ice motion is very low (Holland and Kwok 2012). This suggests that the sea ice drift in the ASC may be affected by other processes, such as tides and buoyancy gradients in the ocean. As the ASC is covered by sea ice throughout most of the year, sea ice can modulate the momentum transfer between the atmosphere and the surface ocean when the ASC lies beneath sea ice (Thompson et al. 2018).

Though there have been numerous studies of how the ASC is driven by winds, eddies, tides, and buoyancy gradients, these studies have largely considered the circulations of the ocean and sea ice independently. It remains poorly understood how the strength and structure of the coupled ocean and sea ice ASC circulation is established by its various drivers. In this study we explore the momentum transfer in the wind-sea ice-ASC system by a suite of experiments with a three-dimensional (3D) high-resolution process-oriented model. In Section 2, we introduce the 3D model configuration, experimental parameters and model evaluation. In Section 3, we use a suite of experiments to identify key controls on the along-slope ice/ocean circulation and transport. The surface ocean and sea ice speeds coincide in the core of the ASC across almost the entire range of experimental parameters, so in Section 4 we investigate this phenomenon using the momentum balance. We show that in the core of the ASC, sea ice horizontally redistributes momentum to the continental shelf and open ocean, while downward eddy momentum transfer is suppressed. In Section 5 we construct a reduced-order model of the ASC to isolate and identify the contributions of tides and eddies to the momentum balance and the ocean/sea ice circulation. Finally, we summarize the results and discuss the caveats and the implications in section 6.

2. Model configuration

In this section we describe the process-oriented model, including the choices that we made to configure the model, the rationale for parameter selection and the model evaluation. Thompson et al. (2018) have identified three major ASC regimes with different circulation and frontal structures: fresh shelf, dense shelf, and warm shelf. In this study we focus on the “fresh shelf” and “dense shelf” regimes and...
Figure 1. The observed external forcing of the sea-ice-ocean system around the Antarctic margin, and the motion of the sea ice and the ocean in the Antarctic winter. (a) The winter (June, July, and August) climatology of zonal wind speed from 2007-2014, using the Antarctic Mesoscale Prediction System (AMPS) products (Powers et al. 2003, 2012). (b) The annual average of tidal current speed including ten major tidal constituents, calculated by the model CATS2008 (Padman et al. 2002, 2008). (c) The winter climatology of zonal ice drift speed from 1979-2013, using the product “Polar Pathfinder Daily 25 km EASE-Grid Sea Ice Motion Vectors, Version 3” (Tschudi et al. 2016). (d) The winter climatology of sea surface elevation using the Dynamic Ocean Topography (DOT) data (Armitage et al. 2018). The white, gray, and orange curved arrows denote the Antarctic Slope Current, the Weddell Gyre, and the Ross Gyre with their directions, respectively. The black dashed curve around the Antarctic continent represents the 1000m isobath.

use “fresh shelf” as a reference case to explore parameter dependencies, because fresh shelf occupies the largest fraction of the continental shelf break around Antarctica. In only one experiment with no easterly winds, we touch upon a “warm shelf”-like regime with warm deep water intrusion onto the shelf, though the southernmost of the shelf is restored to the freezing temperature. We use winter-like sea ice conditions for all the simulations because these conditions are representative of more than 8 months of the year (excluding summer and early autumn in Antarctica) in most of the ASC (Holland 2014; Stewart et al. 2019).

This model is developed based on the Massachusetts Institute of Technology General Circulation Model (hereafter the MITgcm, Marshall et al. 1997a,b). We configure the ocean component of this model with the hydrostatic Boussinesq equations and high-order polynomials for the equation of state (McDougall et al. 2003). The sea ice component of this model includes ridging, formation of frazil ice and leads, and has been described in detail by Losch et al. (2010). The sea ice dynamics and thermodynamics are based on Hibler (1979, 1980) and Winton (2000). We choose viscous-plastic ice rheology (Hibler 1979), the
Line Successive Relaxation (LSR) sea ice solver (Losch et al. 2014) and seven thickness categories for ice thermodynamics.

Fig. 2 summarizes the configuration of this process-oriented model, and the key parameters used in the simulations are listed in Table 1. The MITgcm has been configured into a 450 km (across-slope, meridional) by 400 km (along-slope, zonal) by 4000 m (depth) domain with horizontal grid spacing of 1 km. As revealed by previous modelling studies (e.g., St-Laurent et al. 2013; Stewart and Thompson 2015), finer horizontal resolution (1 km) is required to resolve mesoscale eddies over the continental shelf and slope. The vertical grid of the ocean is comprised of 70 geopotential levels with spacing ranging from 10 m at the surface to 100 m at the seafloor. The model has a re-entrant channel in the along-slope direction, with open onshore (southern) and offshore (northern) boundaries, which is needed to impose tidal flows with realistic amplitudes in this relatively small model domain. The horizontal dimensions of this domain ensure that the mesoscale eddies generated at the open boundaries and re-entering from the other side of the domain do not have a large impact on the slope current, while limiting the computational cost. Previous studies using eddy-resolving process models of the ASC such as Stewart and Thompson (2015, 2016) have used a comparable domain. We add four 100 km-wide troughs to the hyperbolic tangent-shaped bathymetry (Fig. 2a) based on the fact that the Antarctic continental shelf and slope are punctuated by canyons, and that their presence allows topographic form stress to serve as a sink of momentum at the sea floor (Bai et al. 2021). The full formulation of the model bathymetry is given in Appendix C.

In our experimental configuration we aim to approximately control the sea ice thickness, which is set by an inflow at the southern boundary, while permitting the sea ice to evolve freely in response to mechanical interactions with the atmosphere and ocean. To achieve this, we force the model at the surface using a fixed atmospheric state, with air-ice momentum and thermodynamic fluxes computed via standard bulk formulae. The magnitudes of the zonal and meridional wind speeds decrease linearly offshore (northward, Fig. 2b), which is consistent with observations (Fig. 1a, also Hazel and Stewart 2019). The remaining atmospheric properties are configured in such a way as to minimize the net air-ice thermodynamic fluxes, and thereby preserve a relatively uniform, winter-like sea ice cover. Specifically, the downward shortwave radiation is set zero to simulate winter conditions, and precipitation is set to zero for simplicity. The surface 2m air temperature (-10°C), humidity (5.7 g kg⁻¹), and downward longwave radiative forcing are horizontally uniform. Note that the air temperature and ice surface temperature (described below) are warmer than typical winter conditions, but they have little impact on the results because the sea ice concentration is approximately 100% in all simulations performed in this study, so our results should be insensitive to such choices as long as the net air-ice energy flux remains close to zero. Assuming the ice surface temperature ($T_{surf} \approx -1.62^\circ C$) is warmer than the saltwater freezing temperature and doesn’t change much in different simulations, thinner sea ice loses more heat to the ocean via downward conductive heat flux.
The estimated conductive heat flux from the ice surface to the ocean is
\[
F_{\text{cond}} \approx -k_{\text{ice}} \frac{T_{\text{surf}} - T_f}{h_{i0}},
\] (1a)

where \( k_{\text{ice}} = 2.1656 \ \text{Wm}^{-1} \ \text{K}^{-1} \) is the sea ice thermal conductivity and \( T_f \approx -1.87^{\circ} \text{C} \) (ocean surface freezing temperature) is the estimated temperature at ice-ocean interface. We prescribe slightly larger downward longwave radiative forcing \( F_{\text{lw}}^{\text{down}} \) in experiments with thinner imposed sea ice to ensure that the sea ice thickness won’t change much due to thermodynamic processes.

\[
F_{\text{lw}}^{\text{down}} = F_{\text{lw},0}^{\text{down}} - \frac{F_{\text{cond}}}{(1 - a_{\text{dry}})},
\] (1b)

where \( a_{\text{dry}} = 0.8783 \) is the dry ice albedo, \( F_{\text{lw},0}^{\text{down}} = 320 \ \text{Wm}^{-2} \) is a constant, and \( F_{\text{lw}}^{\text{down}} = 324 \ \text{Wm}^{-2} \) in the simulations with reference sea ice thickness \( (h_{i0} = 1 \text{m}) \).

The tidal flows are generated via imposing a barotropic tidal current on the normal flow through the open northern and southern boundaries. The prescribed tidal currents at the boundaries are (Loder 1980; Brink 2011, 2013)

\[
v_x = A_{\text{tide}} \sin(\omega t), \text{ at } y = L_y,
\] (2a)

\[
v_y = A_{\text{tide}} \frac{H}{H_{\text{shelf}}} \sin(\omega t), \text{ at } y = 0,
\] (2b)

where \( \omega = 2\pi/43200 \text{s} \) is the tidal frequency, \( L_y = 450 \ \text{km} \) is the meridional domain size, \( H = 4000 \ \text{m} \) is the ocean depth at the northern boundary, and \( H_{\text{shelf}} = 500 \ \text{m} \) is the depth of the continental shelf at the southern boundary. The tidal period is set to 12 hours for simplicity, which is close to the period of the dominant tidal constituent \( \text{(M}_2 \text{ tide)} \) in most locations. Brink (2011) has found that larger tidal frequency is associated with weaker along-slope rectified flow. Changing tidal frequency also has an impact on the generation of internal tides and mixing (Lamb 2014), which is not investigated in this study since we do not focus on overturning circulation and water mass formation. The tidal amplitude \( A_{\text{tide}} \) is selected empirically to produce tidal current speeds comparable to those found around Antarctic margins (Padman et al. 2002, also Fig. 1b). In the reference case, \( A_{\text{tide}} = 0.05 \text{ m/s} \) at the northern boundary, so the corresponding barotropic tidal current amplitude is \( 0.4 \text{ m/s} \) at the southern boundary (Fig. 2).

We use two 20-km-width sponge layers at the southern and northern boundaries to relax ice and ocean velocities, potential temperature, salinity, sea ice thickness and ice concentration towards the boundary values. The sponge layers impose a cross-slope buoyancy gradient, which is one of the control parameters in our simulations. The relaxation timescales decrease linearly with distance from the interior termination of the sponge layers towards the outermost boundaries. The relaxation timescales at the innermost and outermost points of the sponge layers are listed in Table 1. The northern boundary is restored to climatological hydrography taken from the sections across the ASF at Kapp Norvegia (Hattermann and Rohardt 2018), averaged in the Antarctic winter (June-August). This hydrography is representative of typical winter conditions in East Antarctica with a cold and fresh surface water layer, a warm and salty deep water layer, and a cold and salty bottom water layer (Fig. 2d). At the southern boundary, we fix the ocean temperature to the freezing temperature that is vertically uniform, and change the offshore buoyancy gradient by varying the salinity at the southern boundary.

The sea ice concentration near the coastline of East Antarctica is close to 100% in winter (Zwally et al. 2002; Zhang and Rothrock 2003; Stewart et al. 2019) and the thickness is around 1 m (Worby et al. 2008; Zhang and Rothrock 2003), so in the reference case we set the southern boundary sea ice thickness and concentration to 1 m, and 100%, respectively. At the southern boundary, we prescribe sea ice inflow with velocities calculated under the assumption that the sea ice drifts freely there. Under this assumption, the Coriolis force felt by the sea ice balances the air-ice stress and the ice-ocean stress, so we can solve for the sea ice velocities \( (U_{i0} \text{ and } V_{i0}) \) for given wind speeds \( (U_{d0} \text{ and } V_{d0}) \) at the southern boundary:

\[
-\rho_i H_{i0} f_0 V_{i0} = \rho_i C_{ai} \sqrt{U_{d0}^2 + V_{d0}^2} U_{d0} - \rho_i C_{ai} \sqrt{U_{i0}^2 + V_{i0}^2} U_{i0},
\] (3a)

\[
\rho_i H_{i0} f_0 U_{i0} = \rho_i C_{ai} \sqrt{U_{d0}^2 + V_{d0}^2} V_{d0} - \rho_i C_{ai} \sqrt{U_{i0}^2 + V_{i0}^2} V_{i0}.
\] (3b)

The descriptions and values of the parameters in Eq. 3 are listed in Table 1 and Table 2. At the southern boundary, we fix the sea ice velocities to \( U_{i0} \text{ and } V_{i0} \) based on the solutions with different wind speeds and sea ice thickness. Given sea ice thickness at the southern boundary \( H_{i0} = 1 \ \text{m} \), for the reference wind speed \( U_{d0} = -6 \text{ m/s} \) and \( V_{d0} = 6 \text{ m/s} \), the solutions are \( U_{i0} = -0.14 \text{ m/s} \) and \( V_{i0} = 0.11 \text{ m/s} \).

Initially the sea ice and the ocean are stationary, with ocean temperature and salinity in the interior equal the restoring values at the northern boundary. To reduce computational cost, we start each simulation with a 10-year integration at low resolution \( (2 \text{ km horizontal grid spacing and 30 vertical levels}) \) until it has reached a steady state, then initialize the high-resolution simulations from the corresponding low-resolution simulations. Each high-resolution simulation \( (1 \text{ km horizontal grid spacing and 70 vertical levels}) \) is run for a further 10 years, with a 5-year spin-up and a 5-year analysis period.

Seven model parameters are varied: tidal current amplitude, zonal and horizontal wind speeds, southern boundary sea ice thickness, offshore buoyancy gradient, slope width,
and horizontal grid spacing. We independently vary each parameter about the reference values (Table 2), and select the range of the parameters based on typical values in the observations. We use $\Delta \sigma_4$, which is the ocean bottom density difference between the northern and the southern boundaries with a reference pressure of 4000 dbar, to quantify the offshore buoyancy gradient. Hence the cases with positive $\Delta \sigma_4$ permit bottom water formation. The cases with relatively fresh continental shelves have vertically uniform salinity profiles at the southern boundary (Fig. 2d), varying from 33.00 to 34.12 psu ($\Delta \sigma_4$ changes from -1.076 to -0.207 kg m$^{-3}$ in Table 2). In the cases named $\Delta \sigma_4 = 0$, 0.204, 0.409 kg m$^{-3}$, the salinity equals 34.17 psu at the sea surface at the southern boundary, and increases linearly with depth (Fig. 2d). We need to improve the LSR solver accuracy and increase the number of LSR iterations for the very dense shelf case ($\Delta \sigma_4 = 0.409$ kg m$^{-3}$) to avoid large imbalance in the sea ice momentum budget over the continental shelf. For all simulations considered in this study, the relaxation temperature at the southern boundary is the freezing temperature (Fig. 2d, Table 1).

We evaluate the model by comparing a cross section of ice and ocean properties in the reference simulation with the hydrography taken in East Antarctica (Fig. 3) during the “BROKE West” survey (Rosenberg and Gorton 2019). In general, this idealized reference simulation captures the key features of hydrography and slope current observed in the East Antarctica, with isopycnals incropping at the surface of the continental slope and a westward slope current. Note that the simulation does not aim to closely match the observations, because the bathymetry, boundary conditions, surface forcing and tidal forcing are idealized. The hydrography was taken in the Antarctic summer, so a thin layer of surface warm water, and a layer of relatively colder Winter Water underneath are observed (Fig. 3g). Compared with the observations, the reference simulation has a colder and fresher southern boundary, thus a larger offshore buoyancy gradient near the continental slope (Fig. 3d, e). The isopycnals connecting to the continental slope are steeper in the model which gives rise to a stronger subsurface-intensified along-slope current (Fig. 3f). The model reproduces the key finding of Stewart et al. (2019) with ocean surface velocity approximately matching that of the sea ice (Fig. 3c) over the slope, implying that the sea ice and ocean circulations are tightly linked at the core of the ASC.

### 3. Drivers of ASC ocean and sea ice circulation

In section 2 we described the selection of experimental parameters and the ice/ocean circulation in the reference simulation. Now we explore what controls the intensity and structure of the ASC, and quantify the sensitivity of the along-slope ice/ocean circulation and transport to all experimental parameters.

The mean zonal ice and ocean velocities over the continental slope are presented in Fig. 4 and 5. These results agree with previous studies showing that the strength of the ASC increases with stronger zonal wind stress (Fig. 4m-n) and stronger tides (Fig. 4i-j), since they are the principal sources of the westward momentum put into the ice-ocean system (e.g., Thompson et al. 2018; Stewart et al. 2019). The intensity of zonal ocean and sea ice velocities changes dramatically with ice thickness (Fig. 4e, l), because the resistance of sea ice to deformation caused by external forcing decreases with reduced ice thickness (Hibler 1979). When the sea ice is thin enough ($h_{10} \leq 0.2$ m), is re-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Param.</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L_x$</td>
<td>400 km</td>
<td>Zonal domain size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_y$</td>
<td>450 km</td>
<td>Meridional domain size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>4000 m</td>
<td>Maximum ocean depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{shelf}$</td>
<td>500 m</td>
<td>Continental shelf depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y_s$</td>
<td>150 km</td>
<td>Meridional slope position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_s$</td>
<td>2250 m</td>
<td>Vertical slope position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{trough}$</td>
<td>300 m</td>
<td>Depth of the troughs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{trough}$</td>
<td>100 km</td>
<td>Width of the troughs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y_{trough}$</td>
<td>0 km</td>
<td>Southern edge of the trough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_x$</td>
<td>20 km</td>
<td>Thickness of sponge layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{in}$</td>
<td>10 days</td>
<td>Inner relaxation timescale for ocean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{out}$</td>
<td>43200 s</td>
<td>Outer relaxation timescale for ocean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{in}$</td>
<td>86400 s</td>
<td>Inner relaxation timescale for sea ice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{out}$</td>
<td>7200 s</td>
<td>Outer relaxation timescale for sea ice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{side}$</td>
<td>43200 s</td>
<td>Tidal period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_0$</td>
<td>$-1.3 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>Reference Coriolis parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-11}$ (ms)$^{-1}$</td>
<td>Rossby parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{south}$</td>
<td>$-1.8$</td>
<td>Ocean temperature at the southern boundary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{ao}$</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>Air-ocean drag coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{ai}$</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>Air-ice drag coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{so}$</td>
<td>$5.54 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>Ice-ocean drag coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{sd}$</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>Quadratic bottom-drag coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_i$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sea ice concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_i$</td>
<td>6 psu</td>
<td>Sea ice salinity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{fr}$</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>Salinity retention fraction on freezing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_6$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>Frazil to sea ice conversion rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_a$</td>
<td>$-10^\circ$C</td>
<td>Surface (2m) air temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_a$</td>
<td>$5.7 \times 10^2$ g kg$^{-1}$</td>
<td>Surface (2m) specific humidity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{ai0}$</td>
<td>$324 \times 10^3$ Wm$^{-2}$</td>
<td>Reference downward longwave radiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_v$</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^{-4}$ m$^2$s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>Vertical eddy viscosity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{4grid}$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Grid dependent biharmonic viscosity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa_v$</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-5}$ m$^2$s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>Vertical diffusivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa_{grid}$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Grid dependent biharmonic diffusivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta_x$, $\Delta_y$</td>
<td>1 km</td>
<td>Horizontal grid spacing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta_z$</td>
<td>10.5-103.8 m</td>
<td>Vertical grid spacing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta_t$</td>
<td>80-100 s</td>
<td>Time step</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. List of parameters used in the experiments.
Table 2. List of parameters varied among the experiments. The bold fonts denote the values used in the reference simulation. Note that varying $\Delta \sigma_4$ is achieved by varying the restoring salinity profiles at the southern boundary. In those simulations, the salinity difference between the northern and the southern boundaries at depth $z = 500$ m are $-1.695, -1.108, -0.578, -0.315, -0.053, 0.210$ psu, respectively (Fig. 2d).

![Table 2](image)

Figure 3. Model evaluation. (a-f) A cross section of ice and ocean properties in the reference simulation using instantaneous output, taken along the longitude $x = 0$ km. (g-i) The hydrography taken near East Antarctica during the "BROKE West" survey (Rosenberg and Gorton 2019) in the Antarctic summer of 2006, along the 60°E line. (a) Sea ice thickness. (b) Sea ice concentration. (c) Sea ice and surface ocean zonal velocities. (d, g) Ocean potential temperature. (e, h) Ocean salinity. (f, i) Ocean zonal velocity. The values on the gray contours denote the neutral densities (g/kg).

In our results, the intensity of slope current increases with steeper topographic slope (Fig. 6c), the reason for which will be discussed in section 4.

The structure of the slope current changes dramatically with offshore buoyancy gradient, shifting from a surface-intensified flow, to a barotropic structure, and to a bottom-intensified flow as salinity increases at the southern boundary (Fig. 5g-l). In the cases with reference restoring salinity, the shelf water below the surface is less dense than the water offshore ($\Delta \sigma_4 = -0.207$ kg m$^{-3}$). Thus the isopycnals in the deep ocean tilt down to the south and incrop on the continental slope (Fig. 5i), which gives rise to a slope current that is intensified with elevation above the bathymetry, via the thermal wind relation. When the shelf is very fresh ($\Delta \sigma_4 = -1.076$ kg m$^{-3}$), the shape of the interior density front generates strong vertical velocity shear. The westward velocity weakens with ocean depth, and reverses to the east, causing an undercurrent (opposite the wind direction) over the slope (Fig. 5g). In the case with very weak offshore buoyancy gradient ($\Delta \sigma_4 = 0$), the slope current barely changes with depth (Fig. 5j). When there is bottom water formation ($\Delta \sigma_4 = 0.204, 0.409$ kg m$^{-3}$), the
westward slope current is bottom-intensified, with an eastward undercurrent above (Fig. 5k-l), because the offshore dense outflow and the onshore return flow are deflected by the Coriolis force.

To quantify the sensitivity of the along-slope circulation to various parameters, we calculate the following quantities over the continental slope: the maximum westward velocity throughout the water column (\(\overline{u_{\text{max}}^w} \)) and at the seafloor (\(\overline{u_{\text{max}}^b} \)), the barotropic and baroclinic transports (\(T_{BT}, T_{BC} \)), the westward sea ice velocity (\(\langle \overline{v_i} \rangle \)) and the sea ice thickness (\(\langle \overline{h_i} \rangle \)). Here the overlines denote an average over a 5-year analysis period,

\[
\overline{\tau} = \frac{1}{5 \text{ years}} \int_{t_0}^{t_0 + 5 \text{ years}} \sum \, dt, 
\]

and the angle brackets (\(\langle \cdot \rangle \)) denote an average over the continental slope,

\[
\langle \cdot \rangle = \frac{1}{L_x W_y} \int_0^{L_x} dy \int_0^{L_y + W_y} dx \langle \cdot \rangle dy, 
\]

where \(L_x = 400 \text{ km} \) is the zonal domain size, \(W_y \) is the width of the continental slope, and \(L_0 = 125 \text{ km} \) is the starting point of the slope in the meridional direction. The continental slope is defined as the region between the latitudes \(y = L_0 \) and \(y = L_0 + W_y \). The total zonal transport per unit length in the ASC (\(T_{\text{total}} \)) is the vertically integrated time-mean zonal ocean velocity, averaged over the slope. Its barotropic component (\(T_{BT} \)) is the time-mean bottom-layer zonal velocity (\(\overline{u_{\text{max}}^b} \) times the ocean thickness \(h \)), averaged over the slope. The baroclinic component (\(T_{BC} \)) is the difference between the total transport and the barotropic transport. \(T_{\text{total}}, T_{BT}, \) and \(T_{BC} \) are defined to be positive westward,

\[
T_{\text{total}} = \left\langle - \int_{-h}^{0} \overline{u_{\text{o}}^w} dz \right\rangle, 
T_{BT} = \left\langle - \int_{-h}^{0} \overline{u_{\text{b}}^w} dz \right\rangle, 
T_{BC} = T_{\text{total}} - T_{BT}. 
\]

We find that the barotropic tides change the barotropic transport, while it does not affect the baroclinic transport (Fig. 6a). Sea ice thickness, wind stress, slope steepness and horizontal resolution mainly affect the baroclinic transport (Fig. 6b-f). Fig. 6g highlights the changes in the barotropic and baroclinic transport due to increased offshore buoyancy gradient, which is in agreement with Fig. 5. As for the circulation of the sea ice, Fig. 7 shows that the trends of the ice thickness at the southern boundary, with an exception in the case \(V_{\text{so}} = 12 \text{ m/s} \), where the sea ice pile up in the middle of the domain due to strong offshore advection and convergence of meridional ice flow.

In most simulations, the surface ocean velocity approximately matches the velocity of the sea ice over the continental slope, even in the case with no tides, as shown in the upper panels of Fig. 4 and 5. Exceptions include cases with very thin sea ice (Fig. 4e), a dense southern bound-
ary (Fig. 5e-f), and a wide topographic slope (shown later in the next section). To understand the mechanisms that control the ice/ocean circulation, and identify the cause of the ice-ocean velocity match over the slope, we look into the momentum balances of the ice/ocean system in the following section.

4. Momentum balances for ocean and sea ice in the ASC

A simple and intuitive speculation regarding momentum transfer in the wind-sea ice-ocean system is that the wind inputs momentum to the sea ice, and then the sea ice accelerates the ocean by ice-ocean stress. Some previous studies that have worked under this assumption include Nøst et al. (2011), Stewart and Thompson (2016) and Huneke et al. (2019). The momentum is vertically transferred downward through the ocean, primarily via eddy-induced isopycnal form stress, and is finally removed by bottom friction and topographic form stress at the seafloor (Stewart and Thompson 2016; Bai et al. 2021). However, in section 3 we found that over a large range of model parameters, ocean surface velocity matches the velocity of sea ice over the continental slope, which is in consistent with the results of Stewart et al. (2019). This indicates that there is no ice-ocean momentum transfer over the slope, so the speculation discussed above is incomplete with the existence of a continental slope. In order to establish the pathways of the wind-input momentum over the slope, and to understand how the wind, sea ice, tidal forcing, offshore buoyancy gradients and bathymetry influence the momentum transfer, we analyze the zonal momentum balances of the ice and ocean system.

4. Zonal momentum balance in the reference simulation

The vertically and zonally integrated zonal momentum equations for the ocean and the sea ice solved by MITgcm are

\[
\begin{align*}
\int \rho_o \int_{-h}^{0} \frac{\partial u_o}{\partial t} \, dz &= \int \left( \frac{\tau_{oi}}{\rho_o} + \rho_o \int_{-h}^{0} \frac{1}{\nu_o} \nabla u_o \, dz \right) \\
&+ \rho_o f \int_{-h}^{0} v_o \, dz - \frac{\partial p}{\partial x} \frac{\partial u_o}{\partial x} - \tau_{ib}^{*} + \frac{1}{V} \\
&+ \rho_i \frac{1}{\rho_i} \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial t} = \int \left( \frac{\tau_{ai}}{\rho_i} + \frac{\partial \tau_{a21}}{\partial y} + \rho_i f h_i v_i - \frac{\tau_{x}}{\rho_i} \right) \, dx.
\end{align*}
\]

Here the subscripts "i" and "o" denote the sea ice and the ocean respectively, \(\rho_o\) is the bottom pressure, and \(\eta_b\) is the seafloor elevation. As the time-averaged mass flux is zero across the northern and the southern boundaries, the Coriolis term is very small in Eq. 7a, though in practice it is non-zero due to the spatial discretization in MITgcm. The Coriolis term in the sea ice momentum budget is non-negligible because there is prescribed northward sea ice inflow at the southern boundary. As the sea ice concentration \(A_i \approx 1\) in all simulations, the air-ocean stress is trivial, and the air-ice stress \(\tau_{ai}\) equals the wind stress. \(\sigma_{i2}\) is one component of the sea ice internal stress, which quantifies the resistance of sea ice to deformation (Hibler 1979). The zonal component of the sea ice internal stress diver-
Figure 6. The maximum westward ocean speed $|\mathbf{U}_\text{bot}|_{\text{max}}$, maximum westward ocean bottom speed $|\mathbf{U}_\text{bot}|_{\text{max}}$, barotropic transport $T_{\text{BT}}$ and baroclinic transport $T_{\text{BC}}$ per unit width over the continental slope for simulations with varying tidal current amplitude (a), sea ice thickness at the southern boundary (b), maximum westward wind speed (c), maximum northward wind speed (d), continental slope half-width (e), horizontal grid spacing (f), and ocean bottom potential density difference between the northern and the southern boundaries (g). Black dots denote the reference simulation.

gence is $\partial_x \sigma_{11} + \partial_y \sigma_{21}$. After taken the zonal integration, $\partial_x \sigma_{11}$ has no contribution to the sea ice momentum budget. The sea surface slope $-\rho_i h_i g \partial \eta / \partial x$ and ice/snow load $-\rho_i h_i g \partial (h_i / \rho_i) / \partial x$ also vanish approximately under a zonal integral. Sea ice momentum advection is negligible and is turned off in MITgcm by default.

Fig. 8b shows the sea ice zonal force balance of the reference simulation. As assumed by previous studies (Nøst et al. 2011; Stewart and Thompson 2016; Hunke et al. 2019), the overall momentum balance of the sea ice is primarily between wind stress and ocean-ice stress. This is largely the case over the continental shelf and the open ocean. However, over the slope there is substantial horizontal redistribution of momentum via ice internal stress divergence, and the ocean-ice stress is almost zero. The dashed arrows in Fig. 8b show the momentum fluxes due to sea ice internal stress, which indicate that over the slope the sea ice mainly transfers wind-input momentum onto the continental shelf in the reference case. The Coriolis force felt by the sea ice is negative and approximately uniform, because the time-averaged meridional ice velocity is dominated by the northward ice inflow from the southern boundary.

The ocean zonal force balance of the reference simulation is shown in Fig. 8a. For the ocean, the primary momentum input from ice-ocean stress is balanced by topographic form stress (TFS) on the shelf and bottom friction in the open ocean. The secondary momentum input from ocean advection is balanced locally by friction. Over the continental shelf, the sea ice flows much faster than the ocean, significantly injecting westward momentum into the ocean via ice-ocean stress. TFS might be expected to be the primary sink of momentum in analogy with the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC, Munk and Palmén 1951; Masich et al. 2015; Stewart and Hogg 2017), but it was unclear previously how important the TFS is in the ASC, since the directions of the ACC and the ASC are opposite relative to topographic Rossby wave propagation (Bai et al. 2021). In this model with bumps and troughs added to the bathymetry (Fig. 2a), TFS is able to extract momentum from the flow on the shelf to balance the momentum input from ice-ocean stress. In Fig. 8a, the column-averaged TFS peaks over the shelf, because it increases with smaller column thickness and larger zonal elevation of the bathymetry. The bumps over the shelf ($y = 50$-$100$ km) block the time-mean zonal velocity there, resulting in near-zero bottom friction. By temporally decomposing the total ocean advection into mean, eddy, and tidal components, we find that ocean advection is mostly contributed by tidal advection in the reference case (Appendix B), which is strongest
over the slope because tidally induced momentum convergence is proportional to topographic slope steepness (Loder 1980). This is consistent with previous studies on the mechanisms of tidal rectification (Loder 1980; Chen and Beardsley 1995; Brink 2010).

b. Sensitivity of zonal momentum balance to model parameters

Across a wide range of experimental parameters, the pattern of the zonal force balance is qualitatively similar to the reference case. Fig. 9 shows the ocean and sea ice zonal force balances in the cases with various sea ice thickness, and zonal and meridional wind speeds, normalized by wind stress (Fig. 9a-d) or by the sum of zonal wind stress and ocean advection (Fig. 9e-f) over the continental slope. As the sea ice strength is proportional to ice thickness, thinner sea ice has less resistance to deformation imposed by external forcing (Hibler 1979), such as wind stress and ocean-ice stress. Therefore with thinner ice, the meridional velocity shear in the sea ice (Fig. 4e) increases and the ice internal stress divergence decreases (Fig. 9b). When the sea ice thickness at the southern boundary is set to 0.2 m, the sea ice is insufficiently thick to horizontally redistribute all of the wind-input momentum, resulting in enhanced ice-ocean stress ($\langle |F_{io}| \rangle$) is 17 times as large as in the reference case, Fig. 9b). Overall, the momentum balance is neither very sensitive to wind speed perturbations (both $U_{a0}$ and $V_{a0}$, Fig. 9c-f) nor sea ice thickness (Fig. 9a-b).

In a few cases with wider topographic slope (smaller steepness compared with typical slope steepness around Antarctica, Fig. 10d.) and dense water outflows (Fig. 10f), sea ice internal stress divergence does not redistribute most of the wind-input momentum over the slope. As discussed above, when northward dense outflow is produced on the continental shelf and slope, it induces a southward return flow above (Fig. 5I). The Coriolis force deflects this southward return flow to the east, and reduces the strength of the westward ocean surface current. As a result, the magnitude of the ice-ocean stress increases substantially with $\Delta \sigma_4$, the ocean bottom potential density difference between the northern and the southern boundaries (Fig. 10c). The strength of ocean bottom velocity increases with $\Delta \sigma_4$ (Fig. 9g), leading to enormous bottom friction over the slope (Fig. 8g, 10e), which is balanced by enhanced ocean advection and ice-ocean stress. Note that the residual term in the sea ice momentum budget is non-zero in some cases (Fig. 8b, 8h), but our tests indicate that improving the LSR solver accuracy would reduce those errors, with little impact on the momentum balance.
Figure 8. Time- and zonal-mean ocean and sea ice zonal force balances for the reference simulation (a, b), the case with zero tidal current amplitude (c, d), the case with a wide and gentle continental slope (e, f), and the very dense shelf case (g, h). Note that the 20-km southern and northern restoring regions have been removed. The y-axis is negative (westward) upward, and the range of y-axis for panel (g) is different from other panels.

Stewart et al. (2019) indicate that tides are responsible for the match of ocean and sea ice velocities over the continental slope. Our results show that tidal advection indeed accelerates the ocean and decreases ice-ocean stress over the shelf break. However, tides are not required for the ice-ocean stress to vanish over the slope. Fig. 8c and 8d show the ocean and sea ice zonal force balances for a simulation with no tides. In this case, the matching of the ice
and surface ocean velocities still occurs. When the tidal current is very strong, the ocean surface velocity exceeds the velocity of sea ice (Fig. 4c), causing ocean-to-ice westward momentum transfer (Fig. 10a).

c. Vertical momentum transfer over the slope

Fig. 11c shows the vertical profiles of zonal velocity in cases with varying topographic slope steepness, averaged over each slope. In the reference case, the vertical velocity shear in the ocean interior is large (the black curve in Fig. 11c), suggesting that the vertical momentum transfer is inefficient over the slope. The mesoscale eddies in the ocean transfer momentum downward predominantly by isopycnal form stress (IFS), which is essential to connecting the momentum input from ocean surface, and the momentum sink at seafloor (e.g., Vallis 2017). Fig. 11a-b show the estimated transient and standing eddy vertical momentum fluxes due to IFS and vertical component of Reynolds stress, normalized by wind stress over the slope. In the reference case, in which the slope steepness is typical of the Antarctic continental slope (NOAA National Geophysical Data Center 2009; Amante and Eakins 2009), the transient and standing eddies are not effective in transferring momentum downward. This is consistent with previous studies that report suppression of baroclinic instability over steep slopes (Isachsen 2011; Hetland 2017).

With decreased topographic slope steepness, the standing and transient eddies are more efficient in transferring momentum downward over the slope (11a-b). The resulting ocean velocity shear decreases (11c), and the ocean surface velocity falls substantially below the speed of the sea ice. Thus the ice-ocean velocity shear (11c) and the ice-ocean stress (Fig. 10c) increase with larger slope width. In the case $W_s=250$ km, the ice-ocean stress approximately matches the wind stress (Fig. 8e).

5. A reduced-order model of ice-ocean mechanical interactions in the ASC

As discussed in section 4, our results suggest that vertical momentum transfer by standing and transient eddies is inefficient over continental slopes steepnesses typical of Antarctica. However, since we can not explicitly turn off eddy suppression in the 3D models, the mechanism responsible for ice-ocean coupling in the core of the ASC, and to what extent topographic eddy suppression affects the momentum budget, remain unclear. To provide insight into the underlying mechanism, we develop a reduced-order model of ice-ocean mechanical interactions. In this model, the ocean is discretized into two vertical levels of equal depth, overlaid by one layer of viscous-plastic sea ice and forced by a specified atmospheric wind stress. We incorporate the effect of eddies via a “residual-mean” formulation of the momentum equations, with an eddy isopycnal form stress that transfers momentum vertically between the two layers, with the rate of momentum transfer being controlled by an eddy diffusivity (Ferreira and Marshall 2006). This allows us to optionally suppress vertical eddy momentum transfer over the slope, and thereby isolate the role of eddy suppression from other processes that can reduce ice-ocean shear, such as tidal forcing. In this section we describe the reduced-order model configuration, compare cases with and without eddy suppression over the slope, and compare the results of reduced-order simulations with the 3D MITgcm simulations.

a. Formulation of the reduced-order model

To simplify the equation of motion, the flow is assumed to be steady ($\partial_t \equiv 0$), invariant in the $x$-direction ($\partial_x \equiv 0$), and low-Rossby number ($D / D_t \equiv 0$). We consider cases with a weak horizontal buoyancy gradient only, hence the assumption of zero time-averaged meridional (offshore) flow in the ocean. We apply the Boussinesq momentum equations, and fix the densities of the sea ice ($\rho_i = 920$ kg/m$^3$) and the ocean ($\rho_o = 1037$ kg/m$^3$).

The upper level of the ocean is driven by ice-ocean stress and transfers momentum downward to the lower level via isopycnal form stress (IFS). For the lower level, the momentum input by IFS and tidal advection sinks at the seafloor via bottom friction and topographic form stress. The momentum equations for the ocean are

$$\frac{\rho_i h_i^s}{\partial_s} = \frac{\tau_s^x}{\text{Isopycnal form stress}} - F_{\text{ifs}}, \quad (8a)$$

$$\frac{\rho_o h_o^{b_s}}{\partial_s} = \frac{F_{\text{ifs}}}{\text{Isopycnal form stress}} + \frac{\tau_s^x}{\text{Isopycnal form stress}} + F_{\text{tide}} + F_{\text{top}} \equiv 0, \quad (8b)$$

where the superscripts “s”, “b”, “x”, and “y” denote the upper (surface) and the lower (bottom) levels, and the components in the zonal and the meridional directions, respectively. Note that the interface between the upper and the lower levels should not be interpreted an isopycnal surface, but rather as a terrain-following coordinate. This formulation can also be derived by considering the evolution of the surface and bottom ocean velocities, and assuming a linear vertical variation between them.

The IFS can be estimated by the product of isopycnal slope and eddy diffusivity (e.g., Vallis 2017). We assume that the ocean is in geostrophic balance, which is equivalent to assuming that eddies release available potential energy and relax isopycnal slopes (Gent and Mcwilliams 1990; Gent et al. 1995). Then we express the isopycnal
The sea ice follows a standard viscous-plastic rheology given by Hibler (1979) (Appendix A6). Assuming that the ocean is fully covered by the sea ice (the ice concentration is $A_i = 1$), the momentum equations for the sea ice are

$$
\begin{align}
\rho_i h_i \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial t} &= -\rho_i h_i f u_i + \tau_{ai}^x - \tau_{10}^x + \frac{\partial \sigma_{21}}{\partial y}, \\
\rho_i h_i \frac{\partial v_i}{\partial t} &= -\rho_i h_i f u_i + \tau_{ai}^y - \tau_{10}^y + \frac{\partial \sigma_{22}}{\partial y} + \rho_i h_i g \frac{\partial \eta}{\partial y},
\end{align}
$$

where $\eta$ is the sea surface elevation and $g$ is the gravitational acceleration. The sea surface slope term in Eq. 10b...
can be estimated from the meridional ocean momentum balance

\[ g \frac{\partial \eta}{\partial y} = \frac{\tau^y}{\rho_0 (h_0/2)} - f u^* \]  

We further neglect changes in the sea ice growth rate due to thermodynamic processes (ice formation and melting). So the tendency of ice thickness depends only on the meridional advection of the sea ice,

\[ \frac{\partial h_i}{\partial t} = - \frac{\partial}{\partial y} (h_i v_i) \]  

We find that in the 3D MITgcm simulations, tidal advection dominates the total ocean advection (Appendix B). So we substitute the total advection in this reduced-order model by tidal advection, which is derived following Loder (1980) (Appendix A3). In the 3D simulations we also observe that sea ice tends to drift with barotropic tides and diminishes the effect of tides on ice-ocean stress. Therefore we use the standard quadratic drag formulations for air-ice and ice-ocean stress in the reduced-order model, while modifying the ocean bottom stress and the topographic form stress by adding a mean tidal current (Appendix A4-5). Wind distribution and bathymetry of the reduced-order model are identical to those in the 3D simulations. Compared to the 3D model, the reduced-order model has identical wind distribution, and simplified model bathymetry without zonal variations. We integrate the model forward.

Figure 10. Sensitivity analysis (continued): time-mean ocean and sea ice zonal force balances, averaged over the continental slope and normalized by zonal wind stress. Simulations with varying (a-b) tidal current amplitude, (c-d) continental slope half-width, and (e-f) ocean bottom potential density difference between the northern and the southern boundaries.
in time until it reaches the steady state, then compare the steady-state solutions with the 3D simulations. Details on the boundary conditions, model initialization, and numerical schemes are presented in Appendix A7-8.

b. Reduced-order simulations

Fig. 12a-b shows the ice and ocean zonal force balance for the reference simulation using the reduced-order model. Compared with MITgcm (Fig. 8a-b), this model successfully reproduces the salient features in the momentum budget, i.e., over the slope, sea ice internal stress divergence redistribute wind-input momentum (Fig. 12b), ice-ocean stress vanishes, and tidal advection is locally balanced by bottom friction; over the shelf, topographic form stress balances the large momentum input from ice-ocean stress (Fig. 12a). There are a few disagreements between the two models with different complexity. The peak of the tidal advection slightly shifts onshore (Fig. 12a) in the reduced-order model because the troughs on the shelf modifies the strength of the tidal advection in MITgcm. In addition, the region of ice-ocean stress suppression is narrower in the reduced-order model compared with MITgcm. Overall, the reduced-order model can qualitatively and quantitatively reproduce the ocean and sea ice zonal force balance shown in the 3D MITgcm simulations. For the simulation with no tides, the results of the reduced-order model (Fig. 12e-f) are also consistent with that in MITgcm (Fig. 8c-d).

Fig. 13 compares the reduced-order simulations with the corresponding MITgcm simulations. Different colors denote experiments with varying parameters. This model does a fairly good job in predicting the maximum ocean surface and bottom velocities (Fig. 13a) and bottom friction (Fig. 13d) over the slope. The theory developed by Bai et al. (2021) works very well in predicting the topographic form stress (Fig. 13d). The sea ice internal stress divergence and ice-ocean stress over the continental slope, which are the terms in the force balance that this study is most focused on, are accurately captured by the reduced-order model (Fig. 13c). Because of the simplified two-layer discretization, which is equivalent to assuming a linear vertical velocity profile in the ocean, this model is not able to represent the complex vertical structure of the slope current. Thus it substantially underestimates the baroclinic transport over the shelf (Fig. 13b). Since this model has the assumption of zero time-averaged meridional flow in the ocean, it is not suitable for simulating cases with varying offshore buoyancy gradients. Understanding the effects of horizontal buoyancy gradients necessarily requires an understanding of the meridional overturning circulation as well, hence we leave it for further study.

We emphasize that little was done to “tune” this reduced-order model to the 3D simulations, largely because there
are very few tunable parameters. The first tunable parameter is the amplitude of the tidal advection. We choose an empirical constant to set the magnitude of the tidal advection in the reference case of the reduced-order model equivalent to the total ocean advection in the MITgcm reference simulation (Appendix A3). Secondly, the eddy parameterization is also tunable, but we choose to apply the eddy parameterization directly from Stewart and Thompson (2016) without any modification. The last tunable parameter is the minimum deformation rate $\Delta_0$ in sea ice rheology (Appendix A6), which represents the minimum resistance of sea ice to external forcing. We regularize the
ice deformation rate with this tunable parameter to prevent the ice internal stress from approaching infinity under the 1D assumption (Vancoppenolle et al. 2012). Increasing $\Delta_0$ reduces the effective viscosity of sea ice (Appendix A8) and increases the magnitude of ice and ocean zonal velocities, but it does not qualitatively change the ice and ocean momentum budget.

As discussed in sections 3 and 4, tidal acceleration can reduce the ice-ocean shear over the continental slope, but it does not necessarily produce matching sea ice and surface ocean velocities. To separate the effects of eddy suppression and tidal acceleration, we create four control experiments: with and without tides, and with and without eddy suppression. In this model, we can explicitly turn off eddy suppression by setting a horizontally uniform eddy diffusivity $K = 300 \text{ m}^2/\text{s}$. Fig. 12g-h shows that in the case with no tides, when eddies are not suppressed over the continental slope, the ice-ocean stress does not approach zero. Tides strongly accelerate the lower level near the shelf break (125 km offshore), decreasing the vertical velocity shear ($u_0^v - u^K_0$). Thus the momentum sink of the upper level, i.e., the isopycinal form stress, decreases (Eq. A5)
near the shelf break, which accelerates the upper level. So the ice-ocean stress decreases near the shelf break with tides and no eddy suppression (Fig. 12c), though it remains significant over the continental slope. The ice-ocean stress can approach zero over the shelf break driven purely by tides, but this happens only when the tidal amplitude is sufficiently large.

6. Discussion and conclusions

In this study we utilized a high-resolution process-oriented model to investigate what controls the ice/ocean circulation and the pathways of momentum transfer in the ASC system. We also developed a reduced-order model of ice-ocean mechanical interactions to understand the role of eddy suppression over the continental slope. We emphasized the importance of topographic eddy suppression and sea ice momentum redistribution in the wind-ice-ASC system.

a. Key findings

In section 3 we showed the structure and intensity of the ASC in different control experiments, and highlighted the match of ice-ocean velocities over the slope. We found that the intensity of the ASC increases with increasing tidal current amplitude, wind stress and slope steepness, and decreasing sea ice thickness. The vertical structure of the ASC is primarily set by the offshore buoyancy gradient, varying from subsurface-intensified flow with a fresh shelf to a deep-reaching barotropic flow with a weak offshore buoyancy gradient, and to a bottom-intensified flow with a dense shelf. We calculated the barotropic and baroclinic transports, and found that tides mainly change the barotropic transport, while wind forcing, sea ice thickness, slope steepness, and horizontal grid spacing predominantly affect the baroclinic transport. Both the barotropic and baroclinic transports change dramatically with offshore density gradient. Across a wide range of parameters, the zonal ocean surface velocity matches the velocity of sea ice over the continental slope. The approximate match of ice-ocean velocities occurs regardless of the strength of tidal amplitude, even when there are no tides. Exceptions occur in cases with very thin sea ice, dense outflows on the shelf, and very gentle topographic slope.

To determine the dynamical mechanisms that control the circulation and transport of the ASC, we analyzed the zonal momentum balance in section 4. Fig. 14 illustrates the mechanisms and directions of momentum transfer in the ASC. This schematic is applicable provided that the continental slope is not unusually wide for Antarctica, and that dense shelf water is not being produced locally on the continental shelf. Wind transfers momentum to the sea ice via air-ice stress. Then the sea ice horizontally redistributes the wind-input momentum away from the continental slope by internal stress divergence, thus playing a critical role in

the momentum balance of the ASC. Over the continental slope, the sea ice accelerates the ocean surface flow until their speeds coincide, and thus there is no ice-ocean momentum transfer. Tidal advection peaks over the slope and is locally balanced by bottom friction. Over the continental shelf and the deep ocean, wind-input momentum is transferred downward by ice-ocean stress, then by isopycnal form stress, and is eventually dissipated at the sea floor by bottom friction and topographic form stress.

In order to test the hypothesis that eddy suppression is the key mechanism for the vanishing of the ice-ocean momentum transfer over the slope, we developed a reduced-order model of ice-ocean mechanical interactions in the ASC. As discussed in section 5, the most remarkable successes of this reduced-order model are that it accurately reproduces the zonal momentum budget in the 3D simulations, and allows us to explicitly compare the cases with and without eddy suppression. Our results show that over the continental shelf break, strong tidal acceleration reduces the ice-ocean stress, but the ice-ocean stress does not necessarily approach zero with the appearance of tides. Note that this contrasts with the suggestions of Stewart et al. (2019) and Flexas et al. (2015): when we turned on vertical momentum transfer over the slope by setting a uniform eddy diffusivity, the matching of sea ice and ocean surface velocities did not take place. Thus we concluded that the fundamental reason for the ice-ocean velocity match is the suppression of transient and standing eddies over the continental slope.

b. Limitations and implications

Our idealized model configuration enables efficient exploration of different dynamical mechanisms that control the circulation of the ice-ocean system, but the idealization also carries various limitations. For example, we implemented tidal currents with a period of 12 hours to the boundaries that do not vary with longitude, neglecting the complexity of varied tidal harmonic constituents and the spatial variability in the tidal amplitudes. As discussed by Howard et al. (2004) and Koentopp et al. (2005), the baroclinic tidal currents contribute more to the variability of ice-ocean stress in the northern Weddell Sea and Scotia Sea, compared with barotropic currents. Moreover, the model imitates typical winter conditions around the East Antarctic margins with permanent sea ice coverage, excluding seasonal variations. Though the change of shelf stratification, sea ice concentration and thickness associated with the seasonal cycle can strongly affect the circulation of the ASC, as implied by previous studies as well as our simulation results. Another caveat is that we prescribed inflow of sea ice through the southern boundary based on the free-drift assumption, as otherwise the sea ice would be quickly transported southward and pile up at the southern boundary due to wind-induced Ekman transport.
There are also further limitations in the reduced-order model because it is idealized. This model has two terrain-following vertical levels of equal depth, which is equivalent to assuming a linear velocity profile in the ocean. The vertical structure of the slope current is thus oversimplified, leading to underestimated baroclinic ocean transport. In addition, we assumed that the time-averaged meridional ocean velocity, and thus the meridional overturning circulation, is zero for simplicity, and therefore we were unable to apply this model to the 3D simulations with varying cross-slope buoyancy gradients. We also neglected diapycnal mixing and assumed a constant ocean stratification in the formulation. Furthermore, the reduced-order model does not involve sea ice thermodynamics. Hence we missed an important thermodynamic feedback at the ice-ocean interface, and the associated changes in sea ice thickness, ocean surface stratification and lateral buoyancy gradient. The sea ice rheology is also oversimplified due to the one-dimensional assumption. Despite the fact that it carries various caveats, the reduced-order model helps us to better understand the continental slope dynamics, especially the role of eddy suppression.

This study has several implications for future research on the ASC, which are potentially relevant to the simulation of Arctic ice-ocean dynamics in the presence of continental slopes. First, a thorough understanding of the feedback between sea ice and ocean transport is required. On the one hand, changes in sea ice properties such as ice thickness, ice concentration, and ice drift speed have an influence on ice internal stress, which is critical to ice and ocean momentum balance, and thus can affect ocean transport. So sea ice will possibly affect the role of ASC as a barrier to prevent warm water intrusion and the melting of ice shelves. Meanwhile some ocean properties such as the lateral buoyancy gradient and tidal amplitude affect the concentration, thickness and transport of sea ice. We therefore emphasize the importance of coupled sea ice-ocean dynamics in future model studies of the ASC. In addition, resolving the eddies or otherwise representing their suppression over the continental slope is important. The large-scale zonal vari-

Figure 14. Schematic illustrating the momentum transfer in the wind-sea ice-ASC system. The arrows with feathers denote the relative magnitude of ice and ocean velocities, and other arrows denote the direction of zonal momentum transfer. Over the continental slope, eddies are suppressed and no momentum is transferred vertically via isopycnal form stress. The surface ocean velocity matches the ice velocity in the equilibrium state. In consequence when the winds put westward momentum into the sea ice, it is redistributed horizontally away from the slope by sea ice internal stress divergence. Over the continental shelf and open ocean, ocean momentum sourced from ice-ocean stress is transferred downward and finally dissipated by bottom frictional stress and isopycnal form stress.
ations in forcing, geometry and state of the ASC should also be addressed in future research. Moreover, this study implies that tides influence the strength of the ASC, but do not qualitatively change the momentum balance of the ASC, since tidal advection is locally balanced by bottom friction. Lastly, an important step forward of this study is the determination of the role of ASC momentum balance terms and their parameter dependences for the overturning circulation and cross-slope exchange.

APPENDIX A

Formulation of the reduced-order model

In section 5, we included a high-level overview of the reduced-order model. In this appendix we provide more details on the model configuration to better enable reproducibility, including conventional formulations developed by previous studies and our adaptations that make those formulations suitable for this reduced-order model.

1) Model bathymetry

The bathymetry of the reduced-order model is defined as

\[ \eta_b(y) = -Z_s - H_s \tanh\left(\frac{y - Y_s}{W_s}\right). \]  

(A1)

The description and values of the parameters are in Table 1. The ocean thickness in this model is \( h_o(y) = -\eta_b(y) \).

2) Isopycnal form stress

The isopycnal form stress (IFS) represents the vertical momentum transfer by transient and standing eddies in the ocean. In this section we describe how to relate the IFS to the vertical velocity shear between the upper and the lower levels \( (u_o^s - u_o^b) \).

The thermal wind relation indicates that the geostrophic velocity shear \( \partial_z u_g \approx (u_o^s - u_o^b)/(\frac{1}{2} h_o) \) is proportional to the latitudinal (offshore) buoyancy gradient,

\[ \partial_z u_g = \frac{g}{f \rho_0} \partial_x \tilde{\rho} = -\frac{1}{f} \partial_z \tilde{b}, \]  

(A2)

where

\[ b = -g(\rho/\rho_0 - 1) \]  

is the buoyancy, and a bar over the symbol represents its time average. The isopycnal slope \( s_{isop} \) is

\[ s_{isop} \equiv -\frac{\partial_y \tilde{b}}{\partial_z \tilde{b}} = f \frac{\partial_z u_g}{\partial_z \tilde{b}} \approx \frac{2}{N^2 h_o} \frac{(u_o^s - u_o^b)}{N^2 h_o}, \]  

(A3)

where \( \partial_z \tilde{b} = N^2 \), and \( N \) is the mean stratification between the upper and the lower levels. We assume the horizontal variations in the vertical stratification are very weak, and use a constant stratification in the reduced-order simulations. The topographic parameter \( \delta \) is

\[ \delta \equiv \frac{s_b}{s_{isop}} \approx -\frac{N^2 h_o}{2 f (u_o^s - u_o^b)} \partial_z h_0, \]  

(A4)

where \( s_b = -\partial_z h_o \) is the topographic slope.

Assuming that the vertical displacement of a given isopycinal \( \eta' \) is small, \( \eta' \) can be estimated as the buoyancy perturbation divided by the vertical buoyancy gradient, \( \eta' \approx -b' / \partial_z \tilde{b} \) (e.g., Vallis 2017). The fluctuation of the pressure gradient is related to the velocity perturbation using the geostrophic balance, \( \partial_z p' = \rho_o f v' \). Therefore the IFS is

\[ F_{isop} = -\frac{\partial y p'_x}{\partial x} = \rho_o f \frac{\partial y b'}{\partial z} = -\rho_o f K \frac{\partial z \tilde{b}}{\partial y} \]  

(A5)

\[ = \rho_o f K s_{isop} = 2 \rho_o f^2 K \frac{(u_o^s - u_o^b)}{N^2 h_o}, \]

where the meridional eddy buoyancy flux is \( \overline{v' b'} = -K \partial_z \tilde{b} \), and \( K \) is the eddy diffusivity. We apply the eddy diffusivity parameterization following Stewart and Thompson (2013),

\[ K = K_0 \left[ 1 + \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{1 - |\delta|^2} + 4 \gamma^2 |\delta|^2 \right] \]  

(A6)

\[ -\frac{1}{2} \sqrt{1 + |\delta|^2} + 4 \gamma^2 |\delta|^2 \]

where \( K_0 = 300 \text{ m}^2/\text{s} \) and \( \gamma = 0.05 \). Note that this parameterization doesn’t generalize because it is an approximate fit to the diagnosed \( K \) in the reference simulation of Stewart and Thompson (2013), and can only be applied to simulations with a similar model setup. The key feature of this parameterization is that the eddy diffusivity \( K \) is greatly suppressed when \( |\delta| \geq 1 \).

3) Tidal acceleration

Following Loder (1980), the vertically averaged meridional tidal velocities are

\[ v_r = A_{tide} \frac{H}{h_o} \sin(\omega t). \]  

(A7a)

\[ u_r \approx A_{tide} \frac{H}{h_o} \sin(\omega t + \phi_t), \]  

(A7b)

where \( \phi_t \) is the phase lag between \( u_r \) and \( v_r \). The meridional tidal velocity squared averaged over a tidal cycle is:

\[ \overline{v_r^2} = \frac{1}{2} \left( A_{tide} \frac{H}{h_o} \right)^2. \]  

(A8)

Tides enhance ocean bottom friction and topographic form stress, so we add a mean tidal velocity to these terms, de-
scribed in the following sections. We assume that when averaged over a tidal cycle, the momentum flux convergence in the ocean is mainly contributed by tidal advection (the rationale for this assumption will be described in Appendix B),

\[ F_{\text{tide}} = -\rho_0 \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \int u''v''dz \approx -\rho_0 \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \int u''v''dz \]

\[ = -s_b \rho_0 \frac{1}{2} \left( A_{\text{hoo}} \frac{H}{h_0}\right)^2 \cos \phi_i = -s_b \rho_0 v_i^2 C \]

where \( C = \cos \phi_i \) is an empirical constant representing the effect of phase lag \( \phi_i \) between \( u_t \) and \( v_t \) on the magnitude of tidal advection. \( C \approx -0.076 \) is selected to set the magnitude of tidal advection in the reduced-order model equivalent to that of the 3D reference simulation.

4) SURFACE STRESSES

As discussed in section 5, the air-sea stress and ice-bottom stress have standard quadratic formulations, while the ocean bottom stress is modified by tidal oscillations. The air-sea stress and the ice-ocean stress are

\[ \tau_{ai} = \rho_a C_{ai} |u_a| u_a, \]  

\[ \tau_{bo} = \rho_o C_{bo} |u_b| u_b \approx \rho_o C_{o4} \left( u'_b \right)^2, \]

where \( \rho_a = 1.3 \text{ kg/m}^3 \) is the air density. The drag coefficients \( C_{ai} \) and \( C_{bo} \), and the wind speed distribution in the reduced-order model are consistent with the MITgcm simulations. The modified ocean bottom stress averaged over a tidal cycle is

\[ \tau_b \approx \rho_o C_{bo} |u_b| u_b + \frac{1}{2} A_{\text{hoo}} \frac{H}{h_0} \cos \phi_i \]

\[ = \rho_o C_{o4} \left( u'_b \right)^2 + u_i^2 \approx \rho_o C_{o4} \left( u'_b \right)^2 + 2v_i^2 u_b^b. \]

(11)

5) TOPOGRAPHIC FORM STRESS

Bai et al. (2021) have developed a barotropic, quasi-geostrophic theory for standing Rossby waves and extended their theory to a bathymetry with a continental shelf and slope. Following Bai et al. (2021), the topographic form stress in the reduced-order model is

\[ F_{\text{fls}} = -\frac{1}{2} \frac{\sigma^2}{(h_b)^2} \left( u'_b + c_k \theta \right)^2 + \frac{k_0^2}{(u'_b + c_k \theta)^2} \]

where \( k_0 = 2\pi/1000 \text{ km} \) is the wavenumber of the zonal bathymetric variation, \( r_b \) is the bottom drag coefficient, \( c_k \) is the barotropic Rossby wave speed, and \( \gamma = -\beta/k_0^2 \) is the sum of the planetary beta parameter and the topographic beta parameter. \( \sigma \) is the along-slope variation of the bathymetry (the difference in elevation between the bumps and the troughs, Fig. 2), obtained from the corresponding 3D MITgcm model bathymetry. Similar to the modified ocean bottom stress (Eq. A11), we add the mean tidal velocity to the bottom drag coefficient to simulate the effect of tides on topographic form stress,

\[ r_b = C_d \left( u'_b + 2v_i^2 \right). \]

(13)

In the reduced-order simulations, the first term in the denominator \( (u'_b + c_k \theta)^2 \) in Eq. A12 is about 300 times larger than the second term \( r_b \).

6) SEA ICE RHEOLOGY

We use a standard viscous-plastic (VP) rheology following Hibler (1979) and Heorton et al. (2014), and derive the sea ice rheology terms in the ice momentum equation under the assumptions (i)-(iii) in section 5. The components of the two-dimensional sea ice internal stress tensor \( \sigma \) are expressed as

\[ \sigma_{ij} = 2\eta \epsilon_{ij} + (\zeta - \eta) \epsilon_{kk} \delta_{ij} - \frac{1}{2} \rho \delta_{ij} \]

where \( \delta_{ij} \) is the Kronecker delta. \( \epsilon_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} (\frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i}) \) denote the components of the strain-rate tensor (i and j represent the zonal and the meridional directions), and \( \epsilon_{kk} = \epsilon_{11} + \epsilon_{22} \) using the Einstein summation convention. \( \zeta = \frac{p}{\Delta} \) is the bulk viscosity. \( \eta = \frac{\zeta - \rho}{2} \) is the shear viscosity. \( e = 2 \) is the dimensionless elastic modulus in ice rheology, which defines the elliptical aspect ratio. The ice compressive strength is \( p = p^* h_I G(A_i) = p^* h_I \exp[-c(1 - A_i)] \), where \( p^* = 4 \times 10^4 \text{ N/m}^2 \) is the ice pressure constant, and \( c \) is an empirical constant (Hibler 1979). We assume the sea ice concentration \( A_i = 1 \) in all of the reduced-order simulations, so \( p = p^* h_I \). The ice deformation rate is defined as

\[ \Delta = \left[ (1 + e^{2\epsilon}) (\epsilon_{11}^2 + \epsilon_{22}^2) + 4e^{2\epsilon} \epsilon_{12}^2 + 2(1 - e^{2\epsilon}) \epsilon_{11}^2 \epsilon_{22}^2 \right]^{1/2}. \]

(15)

Under the assumptions (i)-(iii) in section 5,

\[ \epsilon_{11} = 0, \quad \epsilon_{22} = \frac{\partial v_i}{\partial y}, \quad \epsilon_{12} = \epsilon_{21} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial y}. \]

(16)

When \( \Delta \) approaches zero, we regularize \( \sigma \) by setting \( \Delta_0 = 10^{-6} \text{ s}^{-1} \), which is the minimum deformation rate for ice rheology to prevent the viscosity from approaching infinity (Vancoppenolle et al. 2012).

\[ \Delta = \sqrt{\Delta_0^2 + \left[ (1 + e^{2\epsilon}) \left( \frac{\partial v_i}{\partial y} \right)^2 + e^{2\epsilon} \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial y} \right)^2 \right]} \].

(17)

The sea ice internal stress divergence is \( \partial_i \sigma_{11} + \partial_i \sigma_{22} = \partial_{i} \sigma_{21} \) in the zonal ice momentum equation, and \( \partial_i \sigma_{12} + \partial_j \sigma_{21} \) in the meridional ice momentum equation.
\[ \dot{\sigma}_{22} = \dot{\sigma}_{12} - \frac{\partial \sigma_{22}}{\partial D} \]

in the meridional ice momentum equation, where the ice internal stress tensor components are

\[ \sigma_{21} = \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial y} = \frac{p^* h_i}{2e^2 D} \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial y} \]

\[ \sigma_{22} = \frac{\partial \dot{\epsilon}_{22} + (\zeta - \eta)(\dot{\epsilon}_{11} + \dot{\epsilon}_{22}) - \frac{p}{2}}{2} \]

\[ = \frac{(\zeta + \eta) \frac{\partial v_i}{\partial y} - \frac{p}{2}}{2} \frac{\partial^2 h_i}{\partial y^2} - \frac{p^* h_i}{2} \frac{\partial v_i}{\partial y} \frac{\partial h_i}{\partial y} - \frac{2}{2}. \]  

(A18a)

(A18b)

7) Boundary conditions and initialization

Similar to the MITgcm configuration, we assume a free-drift ice boundary for the reduced-order model. We solve Eq. 3 for given boundary ice thickness \((h_0)\) and wind speeds to get the sea ice velocities at the southern boundary \((U_0, \dot{V}_0)\). We linearly extrapolate \(u_i^0\) and \(v_i^0\) at the southern boundary, and \(u_i, v_i, h_i, u_i^0, v_i^0\) at the northern boundary. The reduced-order model is initialized with a uniform ice thickness \(h_0\), a uniform meridional ice velocity \(V_0\), and a stationary ocean.

8) Grid spacing, numerical schemes and time step

The reduced-order model is implemented with Arakawa C-grids (Arakawa and Lamb 1977) to ensure conservation of mass with a second-order center-in-space scheme for space discretization. The zonal (u-grid) and meridional (v-grid) velocities are staggered in space with u-grid defined at the grid center and v-grid defined at the grid corners. The sea ice thickness is defined on the u-grid. We neglect advection terms in the momentum equations and use the upwind scheme for advection in the sea ice thickness equation.

The time step of the reduced-order model is limited by sea ice internal stress divergence. To estimate the maximum time step, we apply the scale analysis below:

\[ \frac{du_i}{dt_{\text{max}}} \sim \frac{1}{h_i} \frac{\partial \sigma_{21}}{\partial y} \sim \frac{p^*}{2e^2 D} \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial y} ~ \frac{v_{\text{eff}}}{v_{\text{eff}}}, \]

(A19)

where \(v_{\text{eff}} = p^* / (2e^2 D)\) is the effective viscosity, and \(dt_{\text{max}} \sim \frac{v_{\text{eff}}}{\rho e^2 D} \) is the maximum time step. While numerical models are commonly implemented with additional solvers (such as LSR in MITgcm) to deal with the requirement of extremely small time step associated with sea ice rheology, we prefer simple time stepping method because this model is computationally inexpensive. The maximum time step required by the forward Euler method is larger than that of the third-order Adams-Bashforth method (AB3) in the experiment, so we implement the forward Euler method for time stepping.

In the reduced-order simulations, the meridional grade spacing is 5 km, and the required time step is 1.8 s \((dt_{\text{max}} \sim 4.7 s)\). The spatial convergence of the reduced-order model is examined using 2-km spacing and a 0.25-s time step, and we find that using this higher spatial resolution has little effect on the solution (results not shown). Each simulation reaches its equilibrium state after a 300-day integration, and is run for a total of 50 days to perform analysis.

APPENDIX B

Decomposition of the total advection for the 3D MITgcm simulations

This appendix includes the methods to temporally decompose the total zonal ocean advection into three components: tidal, eddy, and mean, following Stewart et al. (2019), as well as the rationale for representing the total advection by its tidal component in the reduced-order model.

The zonal ocean momentum advection is expressed as

\[ -( u \cdot \nabla ) u = -(u \partial_x u + v \partial_y u + w \partial_z u) \]

\[ = \nu ( \partial_x v - \partial_y u ) - w \partial_z u - \partial_z (u^2 + v^2 )/2, \]  

Vorticity Adv. \quad Vertical Adv. \quad Kinetic Energy Gradient

where Adv. is the abbreviation for Advection. The following operators are defined for decomposition, representing an average over two tidal periods (1 model day) and an average of daily averaged quantities over 5 model years.

\[ \bar{u}^T = \frac{1}{1 \text{ day}} \int_{t_0}^{t_0+1 \text{ day}} \bullet dt, \]

(B2a)

\[ \bar{u}^E = \frac{1}{5 \text{ years}} \int_{t_0}^{t_0+5 \text{ years}} \bar{u}^T dt. \]

(B2b)

The subscript \(m, e\) and \(r\) denote time-mean, and the eddy and tidal components of the quantity, respectively (Stewart et al. 2019).

\[ u_m = \bar{u}^E = \bar{u}, \]

(B3a)

\[ u_e = \bar{u}^T - \bar{u}^E, \]

(B3b)

\[ u_t = u - u_m - u_e = u - \bar{u}^T. \]

(B3c)

We follow the spacial discretization of the momentum advection implemented in MITgcm, and calculate the mean, eddy, and tidal advection using the 5-year averaged diagnostics \(u_m, v_m, w_m\), Total Adv., and the daily averaged diagnostics \(\bar{u}^T, \bar{v}^T\) and \(\bar{w}^T\).

Mean Adv. =\(v_m ( \partial_x v_m - \partial_y u_m ) - w_m \partial_z u_m - \partial_z (u_m^2 + v_m^2 )/2,\)

(B4a)
Eddy Adv. = \( \bar{v}_e (\partial_x v_e - \partial_y u_e)^E - \bar{w}_e (\partial_y v_e - \partial_x u_e)^E - \partial_x (u_e^2 + v_e^2)^E / 2 \)

\( = \bar{v}^T (\partial_x \bar{v}^T - \partial_y \bar{u}^T)^E - \bar{w}^T (\partial_y \bar{v}^T - \partial_x \bar{u}^T)^E - \partial_x (\bar{u}^2 + \bar{v}^2)^E / 2 \)

- Mean Adv.,

(B4b)

Tidal Adv. = Total Adv. – Mean Adv. – Eddy Adv.  \( \quad \) (B4c)

Note that although we endeavored to improve the algorithm, the decomposition is likely somewhat imperfect due to the complexity of reproducing the MITgcm discretization.

Fig. B15 shows the zonally and vertically integrated zonal momentum advection for the reference case and the cases with very dense shelf and very fresh shelf. For the simulations with a moderate offshore buoyancy gradient similar to the reference case, the ocean advection is primarily contributed by tidal advection. In the very dense shelf case (\( \Delta S = 0.62 \) psu), strong vertical stratification intensifies the tidal momentum flux convergence and tidal rectification (Chen and Beardsley 1995). Baroclinic instabilities arise from the sharp offshore buoyancy gradient and enhance the eddy advection. In the very fresh shelf case (\( \Delta S = -1.17 \) psu), the mean and eddy components play a role in setting the total advection over the edge of the continental shelf (100-120 km offshore). Except for the cases with extreme offshore buoyancy gradient, total advection is intensified over the continental slope, and is dominated by the tidal component. This supports the interpretation of the adveective forcing as tidal rectification in almost all experiments. Hence we parameterize the tidal advection in the reduced-order model, and neglect other advection components to simplify and stabilize the model.

APPENDIX C

3D Model bathymetry

In this appendix we describe the formulation of the bathymetry used in the 3D MITgcm simulations. The bathymetry \( z = \eta_b(x, y) \) is defined by equation C1, where \( \mathcal{H}[\cdot] \) denotes the Heaviside step function. The values of the topographic parameters are listed in Table 1.

Data availability statement. The source code of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology General Circulation Model (MITgcm) is available via: http://mitgcm.org. The Matlab scripts used to generate, run, and analyze the MITgcm simulations, as well as the configurations of the MITgcm simulations are available via: http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5048421. The source code, analysis code, and simulations of the reduced-order model are available via: http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5048468.
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